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Devil hunter full movie

Plugin not supported. Original title Sexo canebal aka AKA El canbal The Man Hunter Year 1980 Running time 102 min. Country Spain Director Jess Franco Writer Julion Esteban, Jess Franco Music Jess Franco Cinematography Juan Soler Cast Ursula Buchfellner, Al Cliver, Antonio Mayans, Antonio de Cabo, Burt Altman, Gisela Hahn, Muriel Montossé, Werner Pochath, Melo
Costa Producer Eurociné, J.E. Films, Lisa-Film. Thriller. Adventure B Movie Synopsis / Plot The story takes place among the jungle tribes that live in fear of the devil. Laura Crawford is a model who gets kidnapped by a gang of thugs while working in South America. They take him to the jungle and demand a huge ransom. Laura is guarded by a ridiculous looking native who calls
himself The Devil and has to go through all sorts of unpleasant until the gang get their ransom. Chained girls are offered in supplication and the devil demonstrates eating in a grossly excessive literal way. Enter Peter Weston, the devil hunter, who goes into the jungle in true Indiana Jones style to try to save her, which he does (possibly). Movie Soulmates notes Friends' ratings
Will the synopsis/summary of the missing plot? Do you want to report a spoiler, error or omission? Please send us a message. If you are not a registered user please email us to info@filmaffinity.com All copyrighted material (movie posters, DVD covers, stills, trailers) and trademarks belong to their respective producers and/or distributors. For information on U.S. ratings please visit:
www.mpaa.org www.filmratings.com www.parentalguide.org 1980 movie This article includes a list of general references, but it remains largely unverified because there are not enough corresponding online quotes. Please help improve this article by introducing more accurate quotes. (February 2018) (Find out how and when to delete this template message) Devil Hunter (aka The
Man Hunter)Severin Films 2008 DVD coverDirected byJess Franco (as Clifford Brown)Produced by Julion Esteban (as Julion Esteban Gomez) Daniel Lesoeur Karl Spiehs Screenplay by Julion Esteban (as Julius Valery) Jess Franco (as Clifford Brown) History of Julion Esteban (as Julion Esteban)ula BuchfellnerMusic by Jess Franco (as Jess Franco)CinematographyJuan
SolerEdité byNicole GuettardFederico VichProductioncompany Eurociné J.E. Films (Julian Esteban Films) Lisa Release Date 5 December 1980 (1980-12-05) (West Germany) Duration 102 min. CountryWest GermanyLanguageGerman Devil Hunter (also known as The Man Hunter, Mandingo Manhunter, Jungfrau unter Kannibalen and Sexo Canebal) is a directed by Jess Franco
under the pseudonym Clifford Brown and written by Franco and Julion Esteban (under the pseudonym Julius Valery). He was turned back to back with Mondo Cannibal de Franco (also 1980). It is one of the infamous video nastiness that was banned in the UK in the 1980s. Lina Romay co-directed this while Nicole Guettard, Franco's first wife, edited it. This shows that Franco was
with Guettard as late as 1980 (finally they broke up and she was replaced in Franco's life by Romay). Pierre Chevalier was the artistic director of this film. Released The film was released on December 5, 1980 in West Germany under the name Jungfrau unter Kannibalen, and in Spain under the name Sexo Canibal. It was released in cinemas in the United States, the United
Kingdom and Italy under the name The Man Hunter, but was later released on video in the United Kingdom under the name Devil Hunter. He also appeared on the American video as Mandingo Manhunter. It was banned as a nasty video in the UK in the early 1980s. Reception review Devil Hunter was critically panned. Kurt Dahlke of DVD Talk called it a horrible, dreck essay
piece that should have remained legendary and lost. That said, it's quite fun. VERDICT DVD, too, called the movie trash and writing that the story is threadbare and the characters are idiots (the horrible dubbing makes their dialogue endlessly entertaining), but Jess Franco does not hesitate to blow up the nipples and bloodshed. [2] Cast Al Cliver as Peter Weston Ursula
Buchfellner as Laura Crawford (as Ursula Fellner) Antonio Mayans as Jack (as Robert Foster) Antonio de Cabo as Thomas Bertrand Altmann as The Devil (as Burt Altman) Gisela Hahn as Jane Muriel Montossé as Girl on Yacht (as Victoria Adams) Werner Pochath as Chris Melo Costa as Pablito (as Leonardo Costa) Aline Mess as Cannibal Priestess (as Lynn Mess) Claude
Boisson as Cannibal Chief References - Dahlke, Kurt (October 25, 2008). Devil Hunter: DVD Talk of the DVD Video. DVD Talk. Recovered on December 9, 2014. Johnson, David (November 14, 2008). DVD Verdict Review - Devil Hunter. Verdict DVD. Archived of the original on August 31, 2014. Recovered on December 9, 2014. Devil Hunter External Links on IMDb Recovered
from (film) to the main content - (70)IMDb 3.51h 42min198018-Rentals include 30 days to start watching this video and 48 hours to finish once started. Imagen no available delColor: Lo sentimos, este producto no is available in Read more Edit After World War II, senior Japanese officials and their followers were killed and buried together in China, after being defeated and forced
to yield. The evil Japanese people of nine chrysanthemums have vowed revenge and are secretly plotting against China after sealing the graves of officials. Before their conspiracy can end, Chinese police captain Li and Taoist master Mao Yuan Feng discover the conspiracy and kill some of the Japanese villains. The surviving limbs then used their blood to hell and became
masters of the devil. But before their aggressive Japanese imperialist ambition succeeds, Captain Li and Taoist master Mao Yuan Feng kill them and defeat their revenge plot for good. Written by Eric Louzil Plot Summary Add synopsis slogans: hunted, hunted, and tormented out of his mind ... Certificate: BPjM Restricted See all the certifications Parent's Guide: See the Content
Notice Edit A woman is chained to a tree in, supposedly, the jungle. The tree is entirely covered with carved names of lovers and here was the people. See more Jack: [have a flashback] Peter! Peter Weston: What's going on, Jack? Jack: It was like this place... all those bombs. Oh! Oh my poor head. I hate the jungle and its humidity. Peter Weston: Come now. It's over now.
Jack:... and those shadows... Peter Weston: We are not in Vietnam now. Jack: This heat ... Peter Weston: Come on! Blood was everywhere. I can't stand it. Not yet. Get me out of here. I can't take out those painful memories if my head Peter Weston: Calm down. Come on... you control yourself the most [...] See more There were two videos that were banned in the UK as 'bad
video'. Both were released by 'Cinehollywood'. The two are not cut. See more User Comments Edit Spain France West Germany Release Date: December 5, 1980 (West Germany) See more Also Known As: The Devil Hunter See more Archena, Murcia, Spain See more Eurociné, J.E. Films (Julian Esteban Films), Lisa-Film See more Runtime: 102 min Aspect Ratio: 1.85: 1 See
full technical specifications
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